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a b s t r a c t

We have grown 100-nm-thick epitaxial Fe3O4(111) film on α-Al2O3(0001) substrate at room temperature
by the laser molecule beam epitaxy method. Exchange bias effect is observed once the film is cooled
from 300 K to 5 K in the presence of a magnetic field, characterized by the shift and expansion of
magnetic hysteresis loops. The observed exchange bias effect is related to the exchange coupling
between antiferromagnetic Fe–O–Fe superexchange interactions at antiphase domain boundaries and
ferromagnetic spins in the neighboring Fe3O4 domains. The magnitudes of the exchange bias field and
coercive field show strong dependence on magnetic and thermal histories.

& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Since the pioneering work on the exchange bias (EB) effect by
Meiklejohn and Bean in 1956, when they studied the magnetic
properties of Co/CoO particles [1], EB effect has been becoming a
very important topic in the field of magnetism. EB effect is an
interfacial magnetic phenomenon characterized by the shift and
broadening of magnetic hysteresis loop and is often observed in a
system with a ferromagnetic/antiferromagnetic (FM/AFM) inter-
face. Over the past six decades, a great number of efforts have
been spent on the theoretical and experimental researches about
the EB phenomenon. To date, a complete model of EB effect still
remains to be developed, but it has not influenced the progress of
experimental work at all. EB phenomenon is widely observed in
various multicomponent systems which have well-defined FM/
AFM interfaces, such as core–shell nanostructures, bi- or multi-
layer films, and inhomogeneous alloys [2]. Some hard/soft FM
heterostructures also present EB effect [3]. In addition, phase
separation systems can show EB phenomena too, such as La1�x-
SrxCoO3, Sr2YbRuO6, and La1�xPrxCrO3 [4–6].

Fe3O4 is a famous half-metal ferrimagnetic with a high Curie
temperature (TC) of 860 K and high spin polarization of nearly
100%. Fe3O4 crystallizes in cubic inverse spinel structure with a
lattice constant of a¼0.839 nm. Epitaxial Fe3O4 films can be grown
on MgAl2O4, SrTiO3, MgO and α-Al2O3 substrates easily [7–10]. Due
to these advantages, Fe3O4 films always play the role of FM layer in
spintronics devices [11]. It is reported that epitaxial Fe3O4 films

contain a kind of natural growth defect—antiphase domain
boundaries (APBs) which have not been observed in bulk Fe3O4.
At the APBs, the oxygen sublattices are continuous, whereas the
cation chains are disrupted. The superexchange interactions
occurring across the APBs can be either FM or AFM depending
on the configuration of APBs [12], which are more complicated
than that in the Fe3O4 domains. The presence of APBs produces a
great influence on the electric and magnetic properties of Fe3O4

films. Recently, we observed that Fe3O4(111) films can be grown
layer-by-layer on c-plane sapphire when the substrates were kept
at room temperature [13]. EB effect has been observed in these
films, and the EB field (defined as HE¼ |HCþþHC� |/2, HCþ and HC�
are coercivity field in the positive and negative direction, respec-
tively) increases with increasing density of APBs. In the present
work, the EB effect was studied in a room-temperature epitaxial
100-nm-thick Fe3O4 film in detail, which shows strong depen-
dence on magnetic and thermal history.

2. Experimental

A 100-nm-thick room-temperature epitaxial Fe3O4 film was
grown on annealed α-Al2O3(0001) substrate by laser molecular
beam epitaxy (Laser-MBE). A high-purity iron ingot (499.99%) was
used as the target. The target-to-substrate distance was fixed at
70 mm. The beam of a XeCl excimer laser (308 nm, 20 ns, and 2 Hz)
was focused on the iron target with an energy density of about 1.5 J/
cm2. The base pressure of the epitaxy chamber was 1�10�5 Pa.
During the entire preparation process, the substrates were kept at
room temperature (�300 K), and oxygen pressure was maintained
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at 1�10�3 Pa. The film thickness was monitored by real-time
reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED). The crystal
structure was characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a
Cu Kα radiation. Magnetic hysteresis loops were measured using a
vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM) (PPMS-9T, Quantum
Design).

3. Results and discussion

An XRD θ�2θ scanning curve of as-prepared Fe3O4(111) film on
α-Al2O3(0001) substrate is plotted in Fig. 1. Besides the diffraction
signals from the substrate, only a series of peaks ascribed to
Fe3O4(hhh) planes have been detected, without any trace of other
impurity phases or random planes. This indicates that the room
temperature epitaxial Fe3O4 thin film crystallizes in single phase
and grows along the [111] direction.

The in-plane zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC)
magnetic hysteresis (M–H) curves for the Fe3O4 film were mea-
sured at 5 K. The measurement procedure was performed as
follows: firstly, the sample was cooled from room temperature to
5 K without external field, and then a M–H loop in the field range
of �30 to þ30 kOe was recorded, that is the ZFC M–H; secondly,
the sample was heated up to 300 K, and then a þ5 kOe field was
applied in the parallel direction of the film plane, the FC M–H
curve was recorded after the temperature decreased to 5 K;
thirdly, we repeated the FC M–H measurement, but the cooled
field was set at �5 kOe field.

As shown in Fig. 2, the ZFC M–H curve is symmetric about the
original point, but the FC M–H curves display apparent asymmetry.
In comparison with the ZFC M–H curve, when the film is cooled in
the presence of a positive field, the center of the FC (þ5 kOe) M–H
curve shifts in the negative field direction by approximately
760 Oe, which is the magnitude of HE; when the film is cooled in
a negative field, the loop shifts in the positive field direction by
HE¼580 Oe. This is a typical feature of EB effect. Another typical
feature of EB phenomenon—the increased coercive field (HC) is
also observed clearly in here. In Fig. 2, we can see the values of HC,
defined as HC¼(HCþ�HC�)/2, are 1270, 1728, and 1574 Oe for ZFC
M–H, FC (þ5 kOe) M–H, and FC (�5 kOe) M–H, respectively.
Therefore, we can conclude that EB effect is observed in the
room-temperature epitaxial Fe3O4 film.

In general, EB phenomenon originates from the exchange
couplings happening across the FM/AFM interfaces. Herein, the
presence of EB in a homogeneous epitaxial film is atypical for the
lack of a clear boundary between FM and AFM spins. A fact should

be noted that a large fraction of 1801 Fe–O–Fe superexchange
interactions across APBs is AFM in nature [14]. In fact, the
distribution, size and shape of antiphase domains are random, so
the superexchange interactions at APBs are very complicated [12].
A schematic of spin arrangement near the AFM APB in a sufficient
field is shown in Fig. 3(a). The spins in Fe3O4 domain areas align
along the external field (H), while the spins close to the APBs
gradually rotate toward 901 out of plane with respect to H to
facilitate AFM couplings across the boundary [15,16]. The direc-
tions of the antiparallel spins are pinned by the domain walls.
Similar to the AFM layer in a common FM/AFM system (as shown
in Fig. 3(b)), these AFM exchange interactions exert a pinning
action to the neighboring spins in FM domains. We can see that
the pinning direction of AFM spins at APBs is different from that in
FM/AFM system. When H is reversed, the FM spins far from the
APBs rotate with the external field, but the AFM spins at APBs keep
unchanged due to the strong anisotropy. The AFM spins impose an
additional microscopic torque on the neighboring FM spins to
keep them in their original direction. As a result, a larger H is
needed to reverse the FM spins completely. On the contrary, when

Fig. 1. A typical XRD θ�2θ scanning profile for the 100-nm-thick room-tempera-
ture epitaxial Fe3O4(111) film on α-Al2O3(0001) substrate.

Fig. 2. (Color online) Zero-field-cooled (ZFC) and field-cooled (FC) (H¼75 kOe)
magnetic hysteresis loops of Fe3O4 film measured at 5 K.

Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) A schematic of spin structure at the APBs with AFM
coupling in saturation field, and (b) a schematic of spin structure in a common FM/
AFM system.
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H rotates back to its original direction, a smaller H can turn back
the FM spins totally. This process reflected in the experimental
results is the shift of M–H loop and the increase of coercive field, in
comparison with the intrinsic values of Fe3O4, just as the results of
Fig. 2.

One of the interesting characteristics of EB is that the EB field
shows a very strong dependence on the magnetic history. The
consecutive M–H measurements after field cooling show that the
magnitude of HE decreases with ordinal measurement cycles,
known as the training effect. To study the training effect of
Fe3O4 film, 10 full M–H measurement cycles have been carried

out after the sample was cooled from 300 to 5 K within a field of
5 kOe. The 10 FC M–H loops around the low field region (�4
toþ4 kOe) are shown in Fig. 4(a). Most importantly, both the
coercivity (HC) and exchange bias field (HE) decrease obviously
with the measurement cycles. Namely, the training effect is
observed in the room-temperature epitaxial Fe3O4 film indeed.
Fig. 4(b) shows the value of HC as a function of measurement
cycles (n). The up-triangles and down-triangles in the insets of
Fig. 4(b) are –HC� and HCþ , respectively. It is very clear that HC

decreases monotonously with the cycle number as expected. The
first FC M–H loop shows HC¼1680 Oe, whereas it decreases to
1060 Oe for n¼10. With respect to HE, it decreases quickly from
HE(1)¼780 Oe to HE(6)¼425 Oe. Subsequently, it transits into a
moderate way, HE is 415 Oe after 10 cycles. Generally, the variation
of HE can be described by a phenomenological relation [17]:

HEðnÞ�HEð1Þp1=n1=2 ð1Þ

where n is the number of measurement cycles, HE(n) and HE(1)
are the EB fields of n and infinite cycles, respectively. HE(1) can be
obtained by extrapolating HE(n) value to n¼1 in Fig. 4(c). The
spots in the inset of Fig. 4(c) are the values of HE(n)�HE(1), and
the solid lines are fitted results using formula (1). It is found that
the EB field obeys the power-law (1) approximately. When the
measurement cycle n46, it deviates from this relation, which may
indicate that the magnetic property of this system tends to be
steady after the repeated measurements.

After the magnetic training, the temperature-dependence of
the EB effect was measured in the range of 5–170 K. The
temperature-dependent HE and HC are plotted in Fig. 5. The values
of HE and HC are derived from the FC M–H loops at each
temperature. The magnitude of HE decreases as temperature
increased. HE is 415 Oe at 5 K. After heating the sample up to
100 K, HE reduces to 35 Oe. And the magnitude of HE is only 10 Oe
at 170 K. The variation of coercivity is slightly complicated; a
turning point is observed in the HC–T curve. The value of HC is
1060 Oe at 5 K, but it increases to 1295 Oe when the temperature
rises to 30 K. Subsequently, HC decreases with the elevating
temperature monotonously. It should be noted that the value of
HC (5 K) is obtained after 10 measurement cycles, but it is 1680 Oe
at the first measurement cycle. Therefore, HC should decrease with
increasing temperature monotonously. It seems that the training
effect at low temperature cannot influence the coercivity at higher
temperature.

4. Conclusions

In summary, a 100-nm-thick Fe3O4(111) film has been epitaxi-
ally grown on α-Al2O3(0001) substrate at room temperature.

Fig. 4. (Color online) Training effect of Fe3O4 film at 5 K. (a) Ten consecutively
measured M–H curves around the low-field region (from �4 kOe to þ4 kOe),
(b) the values of HC versus the number of measurement cycles, the insets show the
cycle-dependence of the coercive fields HC� (up triangles) and HCþ (down
triangles), and (c) the cycle-dependence of exchange bias HE, the inset is the fitted
result of HE by power-law (1).

Fig. 5. (Color online) Temperature dependence of HE and HC in a temperature range
of 10–170 K.
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Typical exchange bias effect is observed at 5 K once the sample is
cooled in an external field. We consider that the exchange
coupling between AFM interactions at APBs and FM spins in the
neighboring Fe3O4 domains is responsible for the observed EB
effect. Training effect is observed in the Fe3O4 film: HE shows a
linear relation with 1/n1/2, and HC dropped with the measurement
cycles. As the temperature increased, the reducing HE and HC are
observed. The EB effect observed in room temperature epitaxial
Fe3O4(111) film shows good reproducibility, which might have
potential application on spintronics.
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